In the Acta Laryngologica, Vol. III, Fasc. 4, which has just come to hand (June 1,1922) , the first article is entitled, "Barany und die Wiener Universitat." Five gentlemen, namely, Burger of Amsterdam, Forselles of Helsingfors, Holmgren of Stockholm, Schmiegelow of Kopenhagen and V. Uchermann of Kristiania have taken up the cudgels for Dr. Barany and have set down all the available facts regarding the controversy which has waged about Barany's name ever since the recognition of the prize award by the Nobel Prize Committee. Rumors have come to us on this side that there was a good deal of dissension in Vienna at the time of Dr. Barany's .election to the Upsala, Sweden, faculty, but most of it has been hearsay and in the nature of "backstairs gossip," therefore, it seems only fitting to place before the many old students and admirers of our distinguished confrere what this tempest in a teapot is all about.
A short time after Docent Barany had received the Nob~l prize for his essay on the Physiologie and Pathologie des Bogengangapparates beim Menschen. (1907), Professor Victor Urbantschitsch recommended Dr. Barany to succeed to the chair of Otology in Vienna University. To the astonishment of those who knew about it, this recommendation was not ratified by the Vienna medical faculty, but no explanation was forthcoming until contumely and canard reached out so far that Dr. Barany was obliged to take recognition of the state of things and ask for an explanation. It then came out that the attack was in secret except for the open attitude of Herr Tandler, Professor of Anatomy. Barany was unable, however, to get any "official" information from the Dean of the University, nor was he allowed to come before the socalled "Senate" to answer such charges as had become the gossip of two continents. He then took the matter higher up, to the Minister of Education, who seems to have succeeded in getting the matter up for discussion. The specific charges accuse Barany of bad faith in claiming originality, and willful carelessness in the use of scientific material. Specifically he had said that certain disturbances in the musculature of the torso are localized not in the hemispheres of the cerebellum, but in the worm. A patient on whom he had made this diagnosis died and he presented the autopsy findings which showed an abscess in the worm as he had said. He failed, however, to mention the fact that there was also an abscess in one of the hemispheres, although the cut brain section showed it, and it was so stated in the published report of the wse. The history of this patient with all of the findings had been presented at the congress in London, and later to his confr6res in Vienna.
Another charge had to do with "Gross negligence in making false statements as well as attempting to increase his own prestige at the expense of the work of other investigators." In Earany's defense his coadjutors cite two discoveries that are most certainly his : (1) Caloric nystagmus ; (2) influence of position of the head upon the falling reaction or direction. The accusers deny the strict interpretation of these statements and say that he took the wcrk of Breuer and Ewald and published it as his own. His defenders say that such work was basic, to be sure, but Barany carried it much further, established it and made it practical, especially as to the facts relating to eye and head nystagmus, about which Breuer said nothing. His defenders say that otology is indebted everlastingly to Barany for the following:
1. That we can produce a caloric reaction in a sound, healthy human ear with warm or cold water.
2. That this reaction is constant and can be definitely described and measured.
3. That he first described ('contrary nystagmus" produced by heat or cold.
4.
That he first described the changes or reversal in the direction of movement by altering the position of the head 181) degrees. , 5. That he first called attention to the dependence of nystagmus upon position of the head in contradistinction to rotational, galvanic or pressure (mechanically produced) nystagmus.
6. That he demonstrated caloric nystagmus to be the result of endolymph movement-a concept which was mentioned by Breuer alllong other things, but first set down by Barany as the true explanation.
Furthermore, as to the charge that he did not give credit to other investigators there is Politzef's Geschichte der Ohren-: heilkunde, in which Barany mentioned in his article the names of Hitzig, Baginsky, Bornhardt and Breuer, merely stating that he, himself, had discovered and applied the laws of caloric nystagmus, not the original facts. In 1906 he published a comprehensive work on the results of his "investigation into the reflex rhythmic nystagmus arising from the vestibular apparatus of the ear and its associated symptoms," in which he acknowledged that the facts came from Purkinje's work, also those of Breuer, published in 1874; but, unfortunately, in his 1909 report before the Budapest Congress he forgot to give credit a second time to Breuer which made it appear that he, himself, had made the discoveries, thus playing directly into the hands of his enemies. This was, indeed, a grievous error which he has tried to acknowledge and to apologize for, but which will not down.
Out of the maze of vituperation and invective the character 9£ Breuer looms up large, and he absolves Barany from all and every alleged attempt to deceive. In a letter dated April 30th, 1921, he says: "I have found two reprints of my first labyrinth work, published in 1874, and send herewith one to you and one to Hofrat )'feyer. Y6u will see that I had not then observed and had not described the falling reaction resulting from change of head position. I cannot accept priority of this nor of the caloric reaction in order to injure Barany. I would not do so even if I had cause to complain of any grievance. So much the better is it that my refusal to claim priority rests upon the supreme truth. Therefore, if you are interested, convince yourself of the veracity of my statementif not, throw the reprint into the fire or return it to me." IRWIN WILSON VOORHEES. There are other statements from the five learned gentlemen which go to prove that the accusations do a great injustice to Barany, but enough has been cited, perhaps, for the American reader to draw his own conclusions. In closing the five professors say: "We honor Barany as the first man since the days of the great pioneers in otology who has opened up a new epoch in clinical experience, and we protest a~ainst the attempts of his hidden enemies who would belittle the significance of his scientific contributions and would besmirch l]is honor and integrity."
